ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The small and medium enterprises are striving impatiently to improve their productivity and quality with continuous changing market demands. The software development is expanding multidimensionally in different fields.So,they are pursuing to improve their software processes. Software development tools help the project teams to address quality, cost, schedule, performance and supportability so that they can determine software program success and failure [24] .
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Software Development Tool is a program or application that software developers used to create, debug, maintain or otherwise support other programs and application [16] .
2.Www. Requirement Management Tools
Requirement Management Tools assist an organization in defining and documenting requirements by allowing them to store requirements in a central location. Project teams can then access the requirements in a central location. Project teams can then access the requirements by allowing them to ensure that their needs were needs correctly specified [26] .
Aaa. Rational Suite Analyst Studio
The Rational Suite Analyst Studio is a requirement management tool used by business and system analysts responsible for gathering and managing software requirements. The tool allows reporting and tracking enhancement requests and defects in a powerful change request management system shared by the entire team and it also integrates data from multiple sources throughout the project [14].
Bbb.Omni-Vista OnYour Mark Pro
Omni-Vista OnYour Mark Pro is a requirement management tool which allows users to do intelligent trade-off analysis between requirements, schedules and development costs. Users enter the difficulty of each requirement [12] .
Ccc. Project Management Tool
Project Management Tool is about taking ideas and converting them into a planned, resourced and funded project. The project management process can be broken down into three stages: Project Initiation, Project Control and Project Closure [15].
Ddd. Bugzilla
Bugzilla is a web-based tool that lets users report and look up existing bugs. Changes made to a bug's status are automatically sent to users concerned with it [7] .
Eee.Redmine
Redmine is a flexible project management web application which is written using the the Ruby on Rails framework. It has cross-platform and cross-database. Redmine is an open source and is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License v2 [18] .
Xxx.Process Modeling Tools
Process Modeling Tools are complex and powerful analysis tools for corporate process library, process analysis and organization architecture [25] .
Aaa.BizAgi Process Modeler
BizAgi Process Modeler is a freeware business process modeling and documentation tool. The modeler enables to visualize diagram, model and document business processes in industry standard Business Process Model and Notation [28].
Bbb.Open ModelSphere
Open ModelSphere is an integrated tool for business process,data and UML modeling.The Open ModelSphere is used for building whole or partial models of an organization from the viewpoint of the process analyst the database designer or object developer [16] .
Ccc.Questra BPM Suite
Questra BPM Suite is a web-based business management system.The monitoring function enables tracking and measuring employee performance on the cloud [11].
Ddd.Tibco Business Studio
Tibco Business Studio is used for business analyst and solution designer including those responsible for the analysis, design, simulation, implementation and deployment of business processes [27] .
Eee. Process Maker
Process Maker is a cost effective and easy to use open source business process management which can assist organization of any size with designing, automating and deploying business processes of various kinds [17].
Yyy.Software Configuration Management Tool
Software Configuration Management Tool enables the project managers to keep evolving software product under control and thus contributes to satisfying quality and delay constraints [23] .
Aaa.GNU Arch
GNU Arch manipulate changes made by multiple people or at different times [8] .GNU Arch is a software configuration tool used to keep track of the changes made to a source tree and to help programmers .
Bbb. Rational ClearCase
Rational ClearCase is a software tool for software configuration management of source code and other software development assets. It forms the base of version control for many large and medium sized businesses and can handle projects with hundreds or thousands of developers [22] .
Ccc.Concurrent Version System
Concurrent Version System is a SCM tool for software developers which support collaborative development of software development of software development of software within a team,and the tracking of changes to software source code over time. The tool supports latest changes to the software [10].
Ddd.Serena ChangeMan DS
Serena ChangeMan DS features a full suite of SCM capabilities,from versioning through build and deployment ,all based on user-defined processes.It manages distributed software application from development to development .It supports the most common operating systems using a client-server and agent based architecture [21].
Eee.SubVersion
SubVersion is a version control system that keeps track of changes made to files and folders ,facilitating data recovery and providing a history of the changes that have been made over time [9] .
Zzz. Cost Estimation Models
Cost Estimation Model calculates the approximate cost of a product, program or project computed on the basis of the available information [13].
Aaa.Advanced Missions Cost Model
Advanced Missions Cost Model is a simple online method that provides for a quick turnaround and rough-order-of-magnitude estimating. The model is used for estimating the development and production cost of spacecraft, space transportation systems, aircraft, missiles, ships and land vehicles [2].
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4.Ddd.Cost Spreading Calculator
Cost Spreading Calculator used to estimate the cost of a program upto 8 years. A beta curve is used by the calculator to determine the amount of money to be spent in each year based on the fraction of the total time that has elapsed. The user enters the total cost to be spread, the beginning and ending years [3].
5.Eee.Learning Curve Calculator
Learning Curve Calculator have been applied to all types of work from simple tasks to complex to complex jobs .It recognizes the repetition of the same operation results in less time or effort expended on that operation .It states that the direct labor man-hours necessary to complete a unit of production will decrease by a constant percentage each time the production quantity is doubled [5] . 
SURVEY OF THE USE OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
CONCLUSION
Software Development is a major activity that has to be carried out by software engineers, and project manager. SMEs in Indian Software Industry are bundled up with many outsourced national and international projects. Many of the SMEs are not following any software process improvement model to enhance their productivity and quality due of lack of resources. But Indian SMEs are quite capable of fulfilling the needs of software industry besides the fact of not following any particular software improvement model. To bridge the gap, these SMEs have adopted certain automated software development tools, which they are using effectively in order to deliver the product. A proper use of software development tools also reduce risks associated with the project and also promises a timely deliver. On the other hand, Use of Software Development tools like Requirement Management Tools,Process Modeling Tools,Software Configuration Management Tools and Cost Models are helpful in software project management also.
